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ABSTRACT: The drive to develop better electrochemical energy storage devices requires
the development of not only new materials, but also better understanding of the
underpinning chemical and dynamical processes within such devices during operation, for
which new analytical techniques are required. Currently, there are few techniques that can
probe local composition and transport in the electrolyte during battery operation. In this
paper, we report a novel application of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for probing
electrochemical processes in a model electrochemical cell. Using MRI, the transport and
zinc and oxygen electrochemistry in an alkaline electrolyte, typical of that found in zinc-air
batteries, are investigated. Magnetic resonance relaxation maps of the electrolyte are used
to visualize the chemical composition and electrochemical processes occurring during
discharge in this model metal-air battery. Such experiments will be useful in the
development of new energy storage/conversion devices, as well as other electrochemical
technologies.
SECTION: Energy Conversion and Storage; Energy and Charge Transport
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has long beenrecognized as a leading technique in medical diagnosis
and biomedical research. However, what makes this technique
an excellent tool for imaging the brain, for example, also makes
it highly eﬀective for noninvasively studying complex, spatially
heterogeneous chemical systems.1 In this context, MRI has
already made important contributions in the ﬁelds of materials,
reaction engineering and catalysis. There have, however, been
considerably less applications of MRI for electrochemical
systems. This is largely due to the experimental challenges
associated with the imaging artifacts caused by the metals
commonly found in electrochemical cells.2−7 While, there are a
number of papers in the literature investigating the origins and
minimization of MRI artifacts associated with the presence of
metal, particularly in medical research, these have not
demonstrated that signal distortions can be eliminated
suﬃciently near a metal surface and that viable information
about electrochemical processes can be obtained in these
regions, where critical changes in the electrolyte chemistry are
expected for many of the underpinning electrochemical
processes found in batteries, fuel cells, corrosion and metal
electroﬁnishing.
In this paper, we demonstrate how the challenges of imaging
near metal surfaces can be overcome and demonstrate how in
situ electrochemical MRI has enormous potential for better
understanding and development of energy devices such as
batteries and fuel cells, and can also be extended to investigate
electrochemical processes in corrosion and metal electro-
ﬁnishing. In such applications, there are currently very few
techniques that are able to probe local behavior in the
electrolyte leading to in situ characterization of metal/
electrolyte interactions, particularly near the interface, which
is the focus of this study. Thus in this paper, we will
demonstrate new advanced analytical methods to study the
chemical and dynamical processes of electrochemical systems in
situ, in real-time and spatially resolved. This addresses one of
the primary challenges in understanding and thereby advancing
many electrochemical technologies including energy storage,
metal ﬁnishing and corrosion prevention.
The use of MRI to study electrochemical systems has only
seen limited interest from the research community to date.8−10
Grey et al.8 have recently shown that in situ NMR
characterization of a lithium battery in diﬀerent electrolytes
provides unique insights into the interfacial chemistry, in
particular the onset of dendritic metal deposition, occurring at
the lithium anode. We have also shown9 that MRI can be used
to visualize corrosion of zinc wire in a highly concentrated
chloride ion solution. Here we report, for the ﬁrst time,
visualization of a complete zinc cell in a high pH solution
typically found in a zinc−air battery. We investigate the cell
during discharge for more than 48 h and follow the eﬀect of
polarization of the cell over time. Furthermore, we observe the
unexpected behavior of zinc corrosion upon application of
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imaging gradients in this electrolyte, even at open circuit (in the
absence of load). This is most likely an eﬀect of potential
diﬀerences in the metal being established due to eddy currents
that arise2 when the imaging gradients are switched on.
It is well-known that MRI is problematic in systems
containing metals and has been well documented in medical
imaging2−7 where image artifacts occur when patients have
nonferromagnetic metal implants in their body, such as stents
or dental castings. These artifacts occur for several reasons,
notably susceptibility diﬀerences with surrounding material
causing additional magnetic ﬁeld gradients,2 eddy currents due
to RF or magnetic ﬁeld gradient switching4 and RF
inhomogeneity.11 For the same reasons, MRI measurements
of electrochemical processes where a metallic component is
present, such as the zinc anode in a Zn-air battery, is not a
trivial matter. However, we have found that optimization of the
orientation of the zinc electrode with respect to the radio
frequency (r.f.) (B1) ﬁeld minimizes distortions and allows
measurement of undistorted voxels close to the metal surface,
as illustrated in Figure 1. It was found that the shape and
orientation of the metal strongly inﬂuenced the image. By using
metal strips, rather than wires, and by aligning them vertically in
the static magnetic ﬁeld (B0) and parallel to the B1 ﬁeld, the
imaging artifacts could be mostly eliminated. We believe the
artifacts due to a variation in the strength of the r.f. ﬁeld,11
which locally modulates the signal around the metal, causing
image distortions.
By adopting these geometry constraints, it is possible to
construct a cell, which can be imaged using MRI, by aligning
the metal electrodes with respect to the B1 ﬁeld. A schematic of
the electrochemical cell developed for this work is shown in
Figure 2, which comprises Zn with Ti, to support the cathode
reaction in this simpliﬁed cell arrangement, in an electrolyte of
1 M NaOH solution. MRI data obtained for the electro-
chemical cell containing both Zn and Ti metal strips at open
circuit shows the immediate appearance of distinct features in
the magnetic resonance (MR) T1 relaxation times of the water
in the electrolyte (Figure 3a). This variation in T1 suggests
compositional changes in the electrolyte, most likely to be
dominated by changes in the concentration of hydroxide ions in
the electrolyte (Figure 3b). Curiously, these variations in T1 are
also observed for NaOH solution in the presence of Zn metal
only (Figure 4). In the vertical images shown in Figure 4, it can
been seen that there is a correlation between the MR T1 and T2
relaxation measurements and that the compositional changes
observed in the relaxation maps are also associated with motion
in the electrolyte, as observed by velocity measurements
(Figure 4c). The velocity pattern is typical of a convection
current, and it seems there is a relationship between the
induced motion and the compositional changes detected in the
relaxation maps. Convection has been previously observed in
anodic zinc dissolution in hydroxide solutions12 in a magnetic
ﬁeld, where convection was caused by the Lorentz force acting
on the ions in solution.13
The observation of these features, when zinc was imaged in
the NaOH electrolyte, both in the presence and absence of the
titanium, was unexpected. Such behavior was not observed
when other electrolyte solutions, including concentrated LiCl
and pure water, were investigated (as shown in the images in
the Supporting Information (Figure S1)). Therefore, it suggests
the relaxation maps obtained represent chemical changes in the
electrolyte resulting from electrochemical processes between
the NaOH electrolyte and zinc. How these occur in an isolated
strip of zinc metal, therefore, needs to be rationalized.
It is well-known that the magnetic ﬁeld gradient switching
can generate eddy currents in conducting materials.14
Furthermore, the strong B0 ﬁeld causes asymmetric charge
distribution across the zinc metal, according to the Hall eﬀect,
that will contribute to establishing a diﬀerence in potential
across the length of the zinc strip. Such a potential diﬀerence, in
an appropriate environment, can establish an electrochemical
reaction (or corrosion cell). The electrochemical processes
occurring at the Zn metal/electrolyte interface under such
conditions involve oxygen reduction on one side of the zinc,
generating four hydroxide ions, while Zn2+ ions are being
produced at the anodic site. Importantly, this model is
Figure 1. Proton spin-density MR images showing the orientation
dependence of zinc metal in 1 M NaOH solution. In the images, the
metal strip is normal (a) and parallel (c) to the radiofrequency (B1)
ﬁeld. The proﬁles in (b) and (d) are taken normal to the metal strips
in (a) and (c), respectively. Images have a ﬁeld of view of 14 × 14
mm2 and a slice thickness of 2 mm.
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the full Zn−air cell when under
the constant load discharge condition, illustrating the horizontal image
orientation. The diameter of the vial is 12 mm.
Figure 3. Horizontal 1H MR T1 maps for (a) a cell containing 1 M
NaOH solution and unconnected Ti (left) and Zn (right) strips and
(b) a phantom sample comprising seven 5 mm NMR tubes containing
NaOH solutions at a range of concentrations (0−10 M). T1 maps were
created from seven spin−echo images with inversion recovery delays
of 30−1500 ms, and a 25 × 25 mm2 ﬁeld of view and 2 mm slice
thickness.
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supported by our observation that large pits were formed on
some of the zinc metal specimens exposed to imaging gradients,
even after short imaging times, a phenomenon not reproduced
in any of the control experiments, where electrolytes other than
hydroxide were used (Figure S1), or where the cell was
observed outside the magnet. In these control measurements,
corrosion over the same time-scale was not observed.
The shape of the features on the horizontal T1 map (Figure
3a) are therefore interpreted as follows: zincate ions ([Zn-
(OH)4]
2−) form under anodic potentials and stream into the
solution leading to a lower concentration of OH− (observed as
an increase in T1 (red) at the top of the image). These large,
highly associated negatively charged ions appear to be
transported from the top of the Zn electrode under the
inﬂuence of convection. Hydroxide ions are produced by the
oxygen reduction reaction at the more cathodic potentials,
forming the lower T1 (blue) region observed at the bottom of
the image. Velocity imaging of the electrolyte (Figure 4c)
supports the presence of convection. However, convection
alone cannot produce the T1 variations observed in the T1 maps
of this system. Hence convection must be coupled with
compositional changes, such as the variation in concentration of
zincate and hydroxide ions that are formed due to the
electrochemical reactions, which in the case of the open circuit
cells are induced by the imaging gradients.
The eﬀect of connecting the Ti and Zn electrodes, thus
forming a zinc−oxygen cell, was also investigated. Once
connected, imaging was performed throughout constant load
discharge over several hours. Figure 5 shows the T1 relaxation
maps throughout this process. Initially the cell appears to be
operating as intended, based on our interpretation, with the
longest T1 features representing the transport of zincate ions
away from the zinc anode, and very short T1 features from
hydroxide ions being produced on the titanium cathode (see
Figure 6). This condition however, quickly reverts and images
resembling those of the cell at open circuit are observed, with
the hydroxide feature growing on the zinc and receding at the
titanium. As the cell is discharging and there is a build up of
ZnO (and a small amount of sodium zincate that will consume
tiny amounts of water) on the Zn electrode surface, the cell
consequently becomes polarized such that it can no longer
sustain substantial discharge currents as intended. At this point
we essentially have open circuit conditions, with negligible net
Figure 4. Vertical maps of (a) T2 and (b) T1 MR relaxation times and (c) velocity (vz) for a cell containing a Zn strip only in 1 M NaOH solution. In
all images, the Zn strip is on the right side of the cell. A region of 19 (z) × 12 (x) mm2 is shown in each image.
Figure 5. Horizontal 1H MRI T1 maps of the full Zn−air cell under constant load discharge at 12 kΩ. Experiment conducted close to complete cell
failure. Images were acquired upon connection (a), 11 h (b), 23 h (c), 30 h (d) and 47 h (e). The Zn strip is on the right. MRI parameters are the
same as in Figure 3.
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the interpretation of the
horizontal images at open-circuit (A) and during the initial stages of
constant load discharge (B). The rare-earth coated titanium mesh
electrode is depicted on the left of each cell with the zinc on the right.
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electrode reactions occurring. Thus the electrochemical
processes revert back to those shown in Figure 6a, where
both the anodic and cathodic reactions will occur on the zinc
metal due to potential diﬀerences imposed by the eddy currents
in the metal. At 23 h into discharge (Figure 4), the reaction
appears to be in mid-transition between these two extremes. As
the resistivity of the metal/electrolyte surface increases and the
cell continues to polarize, the production of zincate ions is
expected to diminish, as visualized by a large reduction in the
zincate (low T1) feature.
If we consider now the magnitude of the T1 values shown
(Figures 3−5), we can correlate these with our electrochemical
explanations (Figure 6). The regions where we hypothesize
zincate ions form have a signiﬁcantly larger T1 than bulk (red)
and the region where oxygen reduction reaction produces more
OH− has a lower T1 than bulk (blue). Thus, qualitatively, the
cathodic reaction leads to a lowering of T1 as the OH
− ions are
produced while the anodic reaction, where the zincate
complexes are generated at the metal/electrolyte interface,
leads to an overall reduction in OH− concentration and thus an
increase in T1. T1 values measured as a function of [NaOH],
using an inversion recovery pulse sequence, are shown in Figure
S2. Spatial variation in the observed T1 values, compared with
bulk T1 most likely arise purely from composition;
1 however, it
is possible that an electric ﬁeld may also inﬂuence T1, where
eﬀects have previously been reported,15 albeit for extreme
voltages of the order of 1000 V/mm in molecular solvents. This
needs further investigation, particularly for the concentrated
electrolyte systems typically found in electrochemical devices.
This work shows that useful information describing the
compositional and physical environment in an electrochemical
cell can be obtained using in situ MRI methods, which could
ultimately lead to improved characterization of the performance
of metal air cells. Importantly, a greater understanding of the
inﬂuence of a strong magnetic ﬁeld on the performance of
electrochemical devices will improve our interpretation of these
measurements and how they relate to the real application
environment. In combination with the recently demonstrated8
method of in situ imaging a lithium electrode, we have shown
that it is possible to simultaneously gather detailed information
on both the electrode and electrolyte, an encouraging prospect.
However, with polarization of the cell at longer times leading to
electrochemistry induced by the imaging gradients and not
necessarily due to the cell discharge, care must be taken to
ensure the applicable electrochemical conditions of the system
of interest are maintained in the device. Thus, only the early
stages of cell discharge could be reliably imaged in this initial
work. However, we are conﬁdent that these issues can be
resolved by adapting the cell, imaging parameters and/or
suppressing convection, as well as controlling the current/
potential using a potentiostat. This application of MRI opens
exciting opportunities to develop a greater theoretical and
practical understanding of the origin of the observed eﬀects and
to further develop a unique tool for imaging electrochemical
processes that occur in technologically important applications
such as energy storage and corrosion assessment.
We have demonstrated that careful design and construction
of an electrochemical cell enables the composition and
molecular mobility within the electrolyte to be imaged, in situ
and in real-time. We have found that for Zn in NaOH solution,
the imaging gradients are able to aﬀect electrochemical
processes in the system, though, the presence of the Hall
eﬀect and the origins of convection require further investigation
and veriﬁcation. However, we have shown that this eﬀect is not
observed in all systems, and as we are able to produce unique in
situ measurements of electrochemical processes in an operating
cell, not accessible with other methods, we feel that this
methodology is worthy of investigating further to determine
how these eﬀects can be minimized or eliminated.
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